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 Okay.  We’re gonna continue our discussion today on galaxies and quasars, and 

all the strange objects that are out there in the universe.  I wanted to mention a little bit 

more about the relativity, the general relativity. 

 Yesterday I showed you a picture of the curvature of light around a galaxy cluster 

that produced sort of a partial ring around the galaxy cluster and I said that was from the 

curvature of space by that cluster that was focusing in an odd way a galaxy or a quasar 

directly behind that cluster.  This is the geometry of that.  What you have is a background 

galaxy and then that cluster.  And because the cluster has so much gravity in it, it actually 

curves the space around it and so the light from that galaxy is focused — sort of focused.  

It’s not a very good lens because the galaxies are oddly distributed.  And so you get sort 

of a ring-like image on the other side where we are. 

 Now, in actual fact, it wasn’t a complete ring.  It was just sections of a ring.  And the 

reason for that is that in order to get a complete ring, you would pretty much have to have 

perfect alignment.  But in most cases we have imperfect alignment and so what you have 

is the galaxy or cluster of galaxies a little bit off center, a little bit oddly distributed, and so 

you wind up seeing just an arc or multiple images or parts of a ring.  And so you can 

actually calculate, using relativity theory, where that galaxy is behind the cluster and to a 

certain extent you can calculate the distribution of mass in the cluster to produce the kind 

of ring that it produced.  So you can model it quite well just by having that photograph, 

seeing how the light is actually distributed, and then going back to the theory and doing 

the calculations. 

 Now, I’ll reiterate it.  That same curvature happens near black holes.  We have 
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here a black hole -- it’s as black as I can get it on this screen — and this is a small black 

hole but it could be a big one.  It’s just a model.  It’s just a drawing.  You have the object, 

the dense compact mass, in black and then around it you have very curved space.  And 

so this shows you what the photons will do when they go off in various directions.  Notice 

if a photon over on the right is trying to escape from the black hole, it can’t do it.  It goes 

around in a curve, goes right back to the black hole. 

 Over on the left they show you several possibilities for a photon leaving from a 

certain distance away from the black hole.  If it heads straight away, it can escape.  If it 

heads away at an angle, it might escape but it will go off in a curved path.  If it goes 

anywhere toward the black hole, it’s stuck.  It goes right into the black hole.  That’s 

because when you’re very close to a black hole the space is curved so much that the light 

has to follow that curvature and can’t get away from the black hole. 

 When you’re farther away, as is shown on the extreme left, a photon leaving from a 

point way away from the black hole can generally escape as long as it’s not heading 

directly toward the black hole.  So this curvature of the space around a black hole gets 

weaker and weaker as you get farther and farther from a black hole. 

 Now, I want to point out that this model of a black hole is totally unrealistic.  And the 

reason it’s totally unrealistic is that we’ve drawn it as circles — or, if you think of it in 

three-dimensions, as a sphere.  But it can’t be spherical because black holes probably are 

rotating.  Just like neutron stars rotate very quickly, a neutron star collapses down, turns 

into a pulsar.  It’s spinning very fast.  Why is it spinning?  Because when it collapsed it had 

to keep its momentum.  Well, if the object then turns into a black hole, it’s still gotta be 
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spinning — in fact, even faster. 

 And so a black hole that is spinning is not gonna have nice circles like that around 

it.  We have to redraw the geometry.  Black holes that are spinning are gonna have 

distorted geometry around them, and so really we should make it more complicated.  The 

problem is, when you get into rotating a black hole and then doing the calculations, they 

get extremely difficult. 

 But the reason I bring that up is that we’re also discussing these peculiar galaxies, 

these galaxies that seem to have something weird going on in the center.  What is going 

on in the center?  Well, what we think is going on is that there is a rotating black hole in the 

center of the galaxy and the rotating black hole is causing troubles.  Now, let me show you 

a picture of that. 

 On the top drawing you see what we’ve observed: elliptical galaxies with very 

bright nuclei, jets coming out of those galaxies in opposite directions.  Doesn’t have to be 

an elliptical.  Some of ‘em are spirals, some of ‘em are collisions, different kinds of 

galaxies.  But we’ve just drawn an elliptical here since it’s fairly simple.  And so you have 

jets coming out in opposite directions and with radio telescopes we keep picking up those 

big blobs of material that’s called a radial lobe, but it’s just a bunch of material that’s been 

thrown out of the galaxy in both directions. 

 And so in the bottom drawing we model that.  We say what we think is happening.  

We’ve got a black hole at the center of the galaxy.  Around the black hole is going a lot of 

material.  An accretion disc is material that is slowly accreting, which means falling onto, 

the black hole.  So you’ve got a disc of material — and I don’t know where it came from.  
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Right now we’re just making a simple model.  There’s this black hole and there’s this 

material swirling around it, falling onto it. 

 But because the black hole is spinning, it’s rotating very quickly, as the material 

falls in it is whipped around with the black hole.  And, in fact, when you do calculations of 

what’s happening around a rotating black hole, the space itself — because it’s a 

something and it can be curved and distorted — the space itself right around the black 

hole is moving and is actually spinning with the black hole. 

 So what we have is a fairly complicated thing.  Material falling into a spinning black 

hole where the space itself is swirling around.  What that causes is that some of the 

material falling in, if it doesn’t fall in right at the equator — some of it will fall in toward the 

poles.  That stuff starts to spin around like this and it spins so fast it gets shot out the poles.  

And so it’s material falling in near the equator, falling toward the poles of the black hole, 

and then getting whipped around by the space that’s spinning with the black hole.  And 

then the material gets shot out in what’s referred there as a particle beam.  It’s just atoms, 

particles — well, not even atoms.  It’s protons and electrons flying out of the place 

perpendicular to the rotation axis of the black hole.  So the material gets shot out the pole 

while other material is actually falling into the black hole, and so it’s a big mess. 

 Now, this is a very simple model.  It gets a little more complicated.  Here’s a 

different view of the same thing, that a rotating super massive black hole.  Now, what we 

were talking about when we talked about stars collapsing were what we consider small 

black holes: five times the mass of the Sun, ten times the mass of the Sun.  What we think 

we’re seeing in these other galaxies are black holes that are millions of times the mass of 
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the Sun.  Now, how could we even determine that?  We determine it by looking at the 

material that’s flying around outside the black hole. 

 I showed you some pictures down near the nucleus of a galaxy.  You can actually 

see material around the spot in the middle.  Well, you can see how fast that material is 

orbiting.  The speed with which that material is orbiting depends on the mass of the object 

in the middle.  And so you see how fast the clouds are going around that black hole.  You 

can then calculate the mass of the black hole.  

 There’s a black hole in the Milky Way.  There’s material going around the black 

hole in the Milky Way.  It’s been recently measured, its velocity, and we find that the black 

hole in the center of the Milky Way is about 2 million times the mass of the Sun.  That 

sounds like a lot.  Probably it is a lot.  I wouldn’t want to be near that black hole.  But 

compared to the mass of the galaxy, which is maybe 100 billion times the mass of the Sun, 

2 million doesn’t add up to much. 

 And so our galaxy has, by cosmic standards, a relatively modest black hole at its 

center.  The galaxy M87 that I showed you yesterday in the photographs that has the jet 

coming out of the nucleus in one direction, that nucleus is much more massive.  Maybe as 

much as a billion times the mass of the Sun.  And so now you’re getting a really large 

black hole.  Very massive. 

 And so when we look around at other galaxies, we see these bright centers, we 

see material flying around, we see material being sho t out from the galaxies, and so we 

suggest — can’t prove it in all cases — that there’s a super massive black hole.  It’s 

spinning, material somehow falls into it, gets too close, gets whipped around, and gets 
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shot out of the galaxy.  Now, how does material get too close to it?  Well, depends upon 

what’s going on in the galaxy.  Could be an accident.  Star is just passing through the 

nucleus of the galaxy on a long elliptical orbit, it gets too close to the black hole and gets 

ripped apart — literally.  And so all of a sudden there’s a lot of material flying around the 

black hole.  The material starts to fall in and stuff begins to fly out.  So you can activate a 

black hole by getting material too close to it, regular it’s a regular star that gets too close or 

a cloud of gas and dust that happens to be passing through.  Anything can start it off. 

 But what we realize with all these weird galaxies that we see, where there’s a lot of 

material flying out, we also notice that when we take pictures of those galaxies they look 

like galaxy collisions.  And so we realize that a nice way to get a lot of material to fall onto 

a black hole is just to have two galaxies collide.  The material from one galaxy is passing 

through the other galaxy and it goes by the black hole.  And so all of a sudden you have a 

lot of extra material falling into a galaxy where it wasn’t there before. 

 And so when you have collisions of these galaxies, you get the black holes all 

stirred up.  They start to shoot off material and so you get what we call an active galaxy or 

an active galactic nucleus because material is falling into it.  And we find all kinds of 

galaxies with this happening because there are probably all kinds of reasons that material 

can fall into the black hole. 

 With the Seyfert galaxy, looks like a normal spiral except the center is too bright.  

Something funny going on right at the center.  That may be just a cloud that fell into the 

black hole from the galaxy.  It’s not a collision of two galaxies.  It’s just something that 

went wrong in the galaxy, and so you get this center lighting up. 
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 If you look at the center of a Seyfert galaxy, even though it’s a single galaxy, 

normal — sort of normal looking nucleus, if you look just at the center and you look at the 

spectrum of the gas at the center or the spectrum of the galaxy at the center, what you 

see is that it’s not normal stars.  It’s a hot gas cloud.  It’s the spectrum of a hot gas cloud 

at the center and so it’s probably material that’s fallen onto this black hole and being 

heated up.  Whereas in other galaxies you see what looks like a nice galaxy collision.  You 

see a hot center, a spectrum of material that’s been heated up into a cloud, a hot cloud, 

and so you’ve got the same effect from a different cause.  You’ve got a galaxy collision in 

that case. 

 When we look at quasars, those very distant objects that have extremely large red 

shifts, we see the same thing.  We see a spectrum from hot gas and we see material 

coming out of some of those quasars.  We use radio telescopes and we get a detailed 

image, and we see material coming out in opposite directions. 

 So quasars appear to be extreme examples of either galaxy collisions or Seyfert 

galaxy things where stuff is just falling into the nucleus, but they are extreme examples.  

They are extremely bright compared to a Seyfert galaxy or even a galaxy collision that we 

see nearby.  So it appears that quasars are the ultimate kind of activity going on in the 

center of a galaxy caused by a black hole. 

 And so this general model of a  black hole with material flying around it, causing jets 

of material to be thrown out perpendicular to the disk of material, seems to be a general 

model for all of these occurrences.  It seems to work.  There’s always the possibility that 

we’re wrong.  Maybe there’s something else going on.  But nobody’s come up with any 
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other explanation where you can model it and actually fit the data.  Because we can look 

at the spectrum and see the gas cloud swirling around, we can see with radio telescopes 

the material flying out, and so we can observationally narrow down what has to be going 

on.  And it all seems to make the most sense if we propose that there’s this black hole at 

the center of each galaxy. 

 Now, the problem with that is that we have no idea how those black holes got there.  

Obviously, that has something to do with the way the galaxy is formed because these 

black holes seem to be right at the center of the galaxy in every case.  And so obviously, 

if they’re right at the center, they are central to the way the galaxy formed but nobody has 

yet been able to model, at least in decent detail, how these black holes form at the centers 

of these galaxies. 

 There’s other evidence for these quasars being distant galaxies that are either 

having collisions or are just having material fall into their black holes.  When quasars were 

first studied, all we saw was that little dot on the photograph so astronomers were kind of 

baffled as to what they were looking at.  But as we got bigger and bigger telescopes and 

more and more sensitive instruments, we were able to get longer and longer exposures of 

those little dots.  And by the 1970s, astronomers were actually seeing the fuzz around the 

little dots -- in other words, the galaxy that the dot is in.  And that fuzz, when studied 

spectroscopically, turned out to be a regular galaxy.  In other words, the spectrum of the 

fuzz looked like the spectrum of a galaxy. 

 So we realized that, yes, those quasars are at the centers of the fuzzy things that 

are kind of galaxies.  And it was also discovered that some of those quasars are in 
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clusters of galaxies.  So when you took that very long exposure, you could actually see 

the other normal galaxies around the galaxy with the quasar in it.  So not every galaxy is 

doing this.  It’s a 1 out of 20 or 1 out of 100 kind of thing.  You find a quasar in a bunch of 

normal galaxies — as normal as you can tell when they’re very far away.  The galaxies 

around the quasar always had the same red shift as the quasar itself. 

 And that’s important because just looking at the quasar and seeing a very large red 

shift, you have to kind of assume that the red shift is caused by the Hubble law but you 

don’t know.  There are other ways of getting a red shift.  But finding galaxies around the 

quasar that have the same red shift shows us that the red shifts of the quasars are just the 

result of their being very far away and following the expansion of the universe just the way 

all the other galaxies are. 

 And so it took a long time to find out what these quasars were, why they had these 

large red shifts, and the last thing that we’ve been working on is what’s happening in that 

galaxy to cause the quasar in the first place.  And I have seen some images — I don’t 

happen to have them handy — of detailed photographs of quasars showing what looked 

like collisions of galaxies.  So that’s one possibility.  But there are other ones that don’t 

look like collisions so maybe they go over the whole range.  Maybe some of ‘em are like 

extreme examples of Seyfert’s single galaxy with material falling into the center, others 

are collisions of galaxies just the way we see nearby. 

 Why would a quasar be so much brighter, though?  Why is it so much brighter than 

a Seyfert galaxy?  Why is it so much brighter than a collision we see nearby?  Now, this 

will take you a minute to think about.  The reason they are so much brighter is that they 
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happened a long time ago.  There are no nearby quasars.  The closest quasar is 3 billion 

light years away.  That means that the light left that quasar 3 billion years ago.  Not last 

week, not last year, 3 billion years ago.  Way back in the history of the universe that light 

left that quasar. 

 Since they’re all very far away, they’re all 3 billion light years or more away and 

many are 5 or 10 billion light years away, what we are seeing are things that happened in 

the past.  We are not seeing quasars today.  We are seeing things that happened a long, 

long time ago in a galaxy far, far away -- sorry;  I couldn’t help myself — and they don’t 

happen today.  Because if they happened today, there would be one nearby.  There are 

lots of quasars out there.  There are thousands of ‘em that have been catalogued.  But 

they’re all extremely far away, which means we are seeing all of them the way they looked 

billions of years ago. 

 So it’s a stage that galaxies went through sometime in the past.  Maybe even the 

Milky Way, for all we know, or the Andromeda galaxy, but they’re not doing it today.  And 

the reason is fairly obvious, if you think about it.  A long time ago galaxies were mostly 

made of gas and dust.  They were forming stars, but when you start it’s gotta be all gas 

and a little bit of dust, maybe.  Probably very little dust.  And as the stars formed, you had 

more stars and less gas and dust, more stars and less gas and dust.  We get down to a 

Milky Way today, it’s 80 percent stars, 20 percent gas and dust, and that’s being generous.  

It may actually be less gas and dust. 

 Whereas 5 or 10 billion years ago it was more than half gas and dust.  If you’ve got 

more gas and dust available, there’s more stuff that can fall onto the black hole.  And so 
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any time something happened a long time ago, where material started to fall onto a black 

hole, there was a lot more material to do it.  And so whatever went on was much brighter, 

much more extreme.  If you had two galaxies collide and they were both more than 50 

percent gas, the material falling onto each black hole would light up the skies. 

 Today you get two galaxies colliding and one of ‘em is an elliptical that has no gas 

and dust and the other’s a spiral with 10 or 20 percent gas and dust.  Yeah, you get a nice 

active galaxy, you get material being thrown out of the nucleus, but there’s not that much 

material to fall onto the black hole and so it’s a modest light show.  But a long time ago the 

light shows were much more extreme.  And so we’re beginning to realize that quasars are 

something that used to happen in the universe.  Not to every galaxy, but to some galaxies 

that would be in a cluster and they don’t happen anymore. 

 We even refer to it as the era of the quasars, a time 5 or 10 billion years ago when 

they occurred most commonly.  And what’s been interesting is to see if we can look far 

enough away to where we don’t see any more quasars.  If most of ‘em occurred 5 or 10 

billion light years away, or 5 or 10 billion years ago, maybe we can look far enough away 

that we don’t see anymore quasars.  We’re looking to a time before quasars occurred.  

And what would the objects look like back then?  Well, we haven’t gotten many good 

pictures of it, so we’re still working on it.  But it appears that quasars formed at a specific 

time in the past and that they are now history. 

 We also notice that objects that we haven’t shown to be quasars, objects that radio 

astronomers have found as radio galaxies, radial objects.  When you look at ‘em with a 

visible telescope, you don’t see anything.  We’ve also found that they seem to be very far 
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away also, so they’re probably a similar kind of thing.  They don’t occur much in the near 

past.  They occur only at large distances because we’re only seeing them in the distant 

past. 

 In general, what I’m saying is that the idea that the universe stays the same forever 

does not seem to be correct.  In other words, that steady state theory that I mentioned 

doesn’t seem to fit for quasars.  Quasars occurred at a specific time in the past and so the 

steady state theory does not account for them.  But the big bang theory could because it 

has a specific starting point.  Galaxies would then form, something happen to the galaxies, 

they become quasars, and then whatever was happening with them to become quasars 

doesn’t happen very well anymore, and so we don’t see any nearby quasars.  So quasars 

are a disproof for the steady state theory and they are — I won’t see a proof, but they are 

consistent with the big bang theory. 

 Now, the last thing I want to mention has to do with measuring really large 

distances in the universe.  I a lready talked about using Cepheids and supernovae to try to 

get large distances.  But we’re talking about billions of light years here.  We are talking 

about enormous distances.  We’ve gotta have ways of figuring those distances out

 and so there are some additional techniques that are used. 

 Remember Cepheids were the most distant one other than supernovae on the 

previous drawing I showed you.  Now we show Cepheid variables going out to less than 

100 mega parsecs.  A hundred mega parsecs is pretty far away.  Cepheids can’t measure 

distances that far because we can’t see ‘em.  They’re not bright enough.  We have to go to 

entire galaxies in order to see them to get some indication of their distance. 
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 Now, I don’t want to go over all of those in much detail, but I’ll mention them fairly 

quickly so you can understand what they are.  The Tully-Fisher relation.  What the heck is 

that?  Well, to astronomers named Tully and Fisher, we’re looking at spiral galaxies and 

they realized that some spiral galaxies are spinning pretty fast and some are not spinning 

so fast.  And they reasoned that the ones that are spinning the fastest have the most 

mass, right?  If they’re spinning fast, it’s because there’s a lot of mass making ‘em go 

around.  If they have a lot of mass, they must be big galaxies so they’re gonna have a lot 

of stars and they’re gonna be bright.  So to cut it short, if the galaxies are spinning fast, 

they’re bright galaxies. 

 And so we can look at the brightness of the galaxy and estimate its distance after 

we have seen how fast it’s spinning.  So it’s a way of looking at the spin of the spiral 

galaxy, estimating its brightness from that — which of course gives us this absolute 

magnitude number we always want — and then we estimate its distance from that.  Not 

terribly accurate, but actually it seems to be pretty good.  You can get distances within 

maybe 20 percent and so at least you get a ballpark estimate. 

 The velocity dispersion size is the same kind of thing for elliptical galaxies.  You 

have an elliptical galaxy and all the stars are going around in it.  Well, the faster the stars 

are going around in it, the more massive that galaxy is and the brighter we assume it is.  

So that’s the same kind of thing using elliptical galaxies.  And you notice they pretty well 

cover the same range of distances. 

 Then you’ve got surface brightness fluctuations.  Ignore that.  That’s fuzzy stuff.  

Then you’ve got supernovae — and I already mentioned that.  Supernovae are extremely 
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bright.  When a star goes bang, it’s brighter than anything else in the universe just about 

and so you can see them very far away.  If you can figure what the absolute magnitude is 

for that supernova some other way, you can see it way out there — 10 billion light years 

away, if you want to. 

 And so if we have a good enough theory as to how the supernovae occur and how 

bright they really are when they blow up, when we see one explode we can calculate its 

distance by how bright it looks.  This is a lot fuzzier stuff than Cepheids.  Cepheids are 

normal stars we can understand.  Supernovae we think we understand.  But there are 

different kinds of supernovae so we have to be very careful only to choose the right kind.  

And so we can get distances using supernovae out pretty far, but we have to be very 

careful which ones we choose. 

 Then we can use the red shift itself.  If nothing else works, just use the Hubble law.  

If you can get a red shift for an object, you can estimate its distance from the Hubble law.  

That’s what we do with quasars.  We look at the red shift of the quasar, we look at the 

Hubble law graph, and we figure out how far away it is by what its red shift is.  So you can 

get the greatest distances by using the red shift itself.  The only problem with that is you 

have to be pretty sure that the red shift isn’t being caused by something else and there are 

other possibilities that I’ll talk about later.  But we think we’re pretty safe in saying that 

most of the red shifts are just because of the expansion of the universe, but there could be 

something else that’s messing up at least some of the objects. 

 Okay.  That’s all I wanted to discuss today. 

 


